Top ranking countries/economies for selected indicators from the Global Innovation Index 2015. #GII2015

**Global Innovation Index 2015**

*In a perfect world for innovation who would do what?*

**KNOWLEDGE & TECHNOLOGY OUTPUTS**
- Sri Lanka: Growth rate of per capita GDP
- USA: Quality of scientific publications
- Hong Kong (China): New business creation
- India: Computer service exports
- Malaysia: High-tech exports

**HUMAN CAPITAL AND RESEARCH**
- Lesotho: Education expenditure as share of GDP
- Iran: Graduates in science and engineering as share of graduates
- Israel: R&D expenditure as a share of GDP
- China: Performance of pupils in reading, math & science
- Georgia: Pupil-teacher ratio in secondary school
- UK: Quality of universities

**MARKET SOPHISTICATION**
- Bolivia: Microfinance as a share of GDP
- Colombia: Ease of getting Credit

**BUSINESS SOPHISTICATION**
- Luxembourg: Knowledge-intensive employment
- USA: University & industry research collaboration
- United Arab Emirates: State of cluster development
- Belarus: Women with advanced degrees
- Rep of Korea: R&D financed by firms

**CREATIVE OUTPUTS**
- Paraguay: Domestic resident trademark applications
- Estonia: Information technologies & organizational innovation
- Serbia: Export of creative industries
- Australia: Printing and publishing industry size

**INSTITUTIONS**
- Finland: Government effectiveness
- Singapore: Regulatory quality
- New Zealand: Ease of starting a business

**INFRASTRUCTURE**
- Denmark: Use of information technologies
- Germany: Logistics performance
- Uruguay: Online e-participation
- Mongolia: New infrastructure investment as share of GDP

**World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). Source: Global Innovation Index. Design: LargeNetwork.**